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Abstract 

The costs associated with organisational and institutional disputes and scandals are 
significant, as evidenced in the Chico University hazing case 2005, which resulted in the 
death of Matthew Carrington. Because this affair became public, it was possible to conduct 
an analysis of materials. However, since the 1960s, specific workplace measures to keep 
issues within the organisation, including humanisation and psychologisation of the 
workplace, have resulted in the containment of issues as private affairs, making them difficult 
to investigate. Cases that breach containment and enter the public domain offer an 
opportunity to explore, not only escalations of conflict, but also the private, contained phase 
of events. Using Boltanski’s affair model to explore the phases of the Chico affair, specific 
differences between psychological and social affairs are examined. This case highlights key 
phases that a conflict or scandal may pass through from psychological to social affair. Key 
phases of the process are outlined and discussed in light of the containment of the issues and 
implications for main players, including the organisation or institution. This study 
contributes to an understanding of conflict processes and outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Organisational disputes and scandals and their effects are generally recognisable. The 
television news reports regularly on different affairs keeping the public abreast of the wide 
range of conflicts afflicting different individuals. For example, most of us can recall or relate 
to someone who has been engaged in a workplace dispute that has resulted in them leaving 
their position, either by choice or through their dismissal by the organisation. Even though 
such actions may cause interruptions to the productivity and staffing of the organisation or 
institution (for example, see Hoel, Sheehan, Cooper, & Einarsen, 2011), these costs may be 
considered collateral damage as the process ensures that the matters remain private between 
employer and employee. Cases that breach containment pose a particular risk to organisations 
because they, not only publicise the issue under contention, but also draw attention to the 
organisation and other potential problems that may have gone unnoticed, such as systemic 
issues which could lead to litigation or other actions (Khilawala, 2011).  

A BRIEF HISTORY OF CONTAINMENT 

The emphasis to contain issues can be seen to be tied to workplace changes that have 
evolved over past decades, particularly from the 1930s to the present time. Some of the key 
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changes include the shift from mass production in the 1930s to more flexible modes of 
production (Harvey, 1990), which triggered a need for better managerial approaches 
(Thompson, n.d.). This led to the introduction of Human Resource (HR) officers as a means 
for streamlining processes (Thompson, n.d.). HR officers had many roles, but central to the 
containment of issues was their role of developing more personalised relations between 
employers and employees (Lécuyer, 2003).  They also focused on employee retainment and 
initiatives that enhanced workplace conditions as the value of workers as a resource was 
realised (Ehrlich, 1997; Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990). This led to the humanisation of the 
workplace (Fieldes & Bramble, 1992). This in turn, created a strong sense of loyalty to the 
organisation which resulted in the further alienation of union bodies (Lécuyer, 2003). 
Unionism had been in a decline in many countries since the 1950s (Harvey, 1990; 
Lichtenstein, 2002). Consequently, these events meant that workers became isolated as 
attention was placed increasingly on them as individuals.  This meant that when issues arose 
they had to be dealt with through the internal mechanisms of the organisation.  When 
legislation in Sweden changed in the 1970s (Engman, 2003; Eurofound, 2009) to include the 
psychological well-being of employees, workplace issues became psychologised and pressure 
increased further on employers to tighten up the containment of issues, to avoid escalations of 
conflict that would land them in court (Khilawala, 2011). 

METHODOLOGY 

The problem of contained issues is that, as private, internalised affairs, detail is 
challenging to access, making them difficult to understand. The brief history of the workplace 
changes highlights that the internalisation of issues leads to a focus on the individuals at the 
centre of the conflicts and the psychologisation of the issues, while deflecting attention from 
other aspects of the matters, particularly organisational mechanisms. This results in ‘hidden 
dimensions’ (Habiba, 2010, p. 84) of these affairs where processes and players involved are 
obscured. In this paper, the differences between private, psychological affairs and those 
disputes that escalate to become full blown social affairs, are explored using Boltanski’s 
(1996) affair model as a structure and the California State University, Chico hazing case of 
Matthew Carrington in 2005, to demonstrate points of difference between the two affair 
types. 

The Chico case examines the events before and after the hazing death of Matthew 
Carrington involving members of the Chi Tau fraternity at California State University, Chico. 
Data is taken from public documents generated when the case breached containment.  This 
allows for analysis of all phases of the affair, and in particular, exploration of the transitory 
stages between each phase, highlighting key features of the process, including outcomes for 
players. This case is one of seven used in a larger study, which explores the issue of 
containment and was selected on the basis of type of dispute or scandal, access to 
documentation about the affair, its location and how far it progressed as an affair. For 
example, consideration was given to whether or not the case had been recontained or had 
proceeded to become a full blown social affair.  

Five points in time in the Chico affair have been selected to emphasise features of 
psychological and social affairs (Boltanski, 1996) and to demonstrate how an affair proceeds 
from one phase to the next. In order to facilitate a clear understanding of the affair process, a 
brief introduction to Boltanski’s (1996) affair model, as adapted for this study, is provided.  
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THE BOLTANSKI AFFAIR PROCESS 

Boltanski (1996) identified two types of affair, psychological and social. Close 
analysis of the affair process reveals there are four transitory stages, namely: 1. onset, 2. 
breach of containment, 3a.recontainment or 3b.social affair. Not all affairs proceed past 
onset. These are the affairs that are managed through internal mechanisms of organisations 
such as workplace bullying cases. Affairs that breach containment must be recontained in 
some form or be transformed through the generalisation and depersonalisation of the issue to 
become a social affair. An affair cannot be recontained and then proceed as a social affair at 
the same time. Therefore, the breach of containment phase is an extremely important phase 
for all concerned. For targets, the focus is on transforming the affair, whereas for the 
organisation and persecutors, the emphasis is on recontainment. 

There may be many events to each phase and an event follows the same general 
process for every phase, from onset through to social affair. There are subtle differences in 
the way that the agencies of denouncer, target, persecutor and judge are filled and how the 
affair is settled during each phase, as the affair proceeds. The process begins with a 
denunciation which identifies the agencies of denouncer, target/s, persecutor/s and judge. The 
denunciation identifies which direction the affair is taking. For example, the closer the 
relationship is between denouncer and target indicates that the affair is personal and more 
likely to still remain in the psychological phases, that is, onset, and breach of containment or 
recontainment. Denunciation is followed by claims and counterclaims and the gathering of 
proofs or evidence by each team, which includes the testimony or support from other players. 
These are then presented to a judge whose position is systematically more formalised as the 
affair proceeds. For example, during onset the judge may be a HR mediator but, during 
breach of containment, courts are the usual setting legalising the role (Boltanski, 1996). Once 
agreement is achieved the affair ends. However, settlement made during the psychological 
affair stage is associated with certain risks. Boltanski (1996, p. 28) tells us psychological 
affairs are difficult to resolve as they are not settled with ‘tools of equivalence’ having arisen 
in the ‘affective regime’ (Boltanski, 1996, p. 28). These affairs usually result in superficial 
changes, such as, to staffing (as mentioned in the introduction) or policy and as such, new 
claims may arise (Boltanski, 1996) in that setting or elsewhere, if the player is displaced. 
Social affairs however, are settled in a ‘regime of justice’ (Boltanski, 1996, p. 28) which can 
result in systemic, cultural or legislative changes. This ends the affair (Boltanski, 1996).  

CHICO: KEY EVENTS 

From the onset phase to its transformation and settlement as a social affair, the Chico 
case was made up of many events. These are shown in Table 1. The five events that are used 
for this analysis are italicised and can be seen to incorporate different stages of the affair 
process from onset to the point of settlement as a social affair (see Table 1, events 1, 2, 4, 9, 
23). A quick glance at Table 1, reveals that detail is limited about the onset phase with only 
one event listed. The breach of containment phase revolves around the escalation of the affair 
through the courts, however the establishment of the Matt Carrington Fund is an important 
event in this phase. The social affair phase marks the shift in focus from the central players to 
more general concerns including at the university and State levels. Detail from each of the 
five highlighted events is discussed further to emphasise the importance of each of these 
phases and these points in time, to the affair.   
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Table 1 
Key events: California State University, Chico affair 2005 

Onset Breach of containment Recontainment Social Affair 
1. Hell week - 

hazing of 
freshmen at Chi 
Tau House 
California State 
University, 
Chico 
Feb 2005 

2. Police 
investigation 
3.2.05 

3. MC fund 8.2.05 
4. Memorial MC 

fund 10.2.05 
5. DA Charges 

12.2.05 
6. Charges laid 

3.3.05 
7. Arrests  4.3.05  
8. Court 

appearance 
19.3.05 

 9. Investigation into Greek  
system (Frats) 29.3.05 

10. Other cases of hazing 
exposed 16.4.05 

11. Defendants plead not guilty 
3.5.05  

12. Frat sued 14.5.05 
13. Filing of law suit against 

Chi Tau + National 
Chapter- Delta Sigma Phi 
& members by parents of 
MC 4.6.05 

14. Pre Trial 5.6.05 
15. Outcomes- banning of 

alcohol use & hazing in 
frats 18.6.05 

16. Comparison of hazing case 
to torture- possible life 
imprisonment sentence 
15.08.05 

17. Sentencing 28.10.05 
18. Sentencing 29.10.05 
19. Other cases 11.11.05 
20. Toughening up on 

penalties- call for changes 
to laws 14.11.05 

21. Hazing awareness Matt's 
Law 14.6.06 

22. Hazing awareness Matt's 
Law  26.6.06 

23. Matt’s Law Passed - Law 
changed from Education 
code to Penal code 30.8.06 

 

PHASE ONE: ONSET 

The first event in the onset phase, as seen in Table 2, is constructed from detail 
gleaned from an event that occurred as part of the trial of the Chi Tau members during the 
social affair phase (See Table 1, event 13). This emphasises the restriction of access to 
information about the early phase of disputes or scandals. While detail is limited, analysis of 
this event in Table 2, reveals the main focus is on the relations between central players and 
the interactions between them as personal. This focus is highlighted by the denunciation by 
Carrington’s mother, and the limited use of resources to advance the claim, namely 
Carrington’s friend. The persecutors are not identified in the early reports about the case and 
as such, remain unidentified here. The claim made by Carrington’s mother about this event 
emphasises the personal focus of the events during the onset phase. ‘Fraternity brothers 
videotaped pledges dressed up like prostitutes walking down the street in Southern 
California, she said. "But recently I could tell something changed, and he didn't want to talk 
to me about the rush activities anymore," she said’ (Vega, 2005, p. A.1). If Matthew 
Carrington had not been killed as a result of his hazing, this affair may have been contained at 
the onset phase. As such, the events may have continued with new claims emerging, a 
condition of psychological affairs described by Boltanski (1996). Examination of the public 
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documents surrounding the Chico case shows that this is in fact what had happened, with 
prior hazing cases being identified ("'CSU', Chico fraternity settles hazing lawsuit ", 2002; 
McManis, 2002) including earlier claims that involved the Chi Tau fraternity (May, 2005). 
 

Table 2 
Phase one: Onset – Key event 

 
 

PHASE TWO: BREACH OF CONTAINMENT (A) 

 The next example, Table 3, highlights, that despite the breach of containment, the 
focus continues to remain on the central players and the events as personal. Debbie Smith 
(mother) denounces the issue of Carrington’s hazing, once more. However, as the affair has 
breached containment, as a result of Matthew Carrington’s death, there are a number of 
changes to be noted. As a public issue, the central players are now identified. This has serious 
implications for those accused in the matter of Carrington’s death, particularly impacting on 
their reputations. For the organisation or institution, a spotlight is shone on their part in the 
affair, making damage control important. The resources utilised here are still largely 
personalised, but the judge agency has moved towards a more institutionalised setting. The 
affair could have been be recontained at this stage through a settlement in the courts. 
However, this would have created a risk that the events would re-emerge. While the key 
events in Table 1 demonstrate that this was the direction the affair was taking during this 
phase, it was the next event highlighted in this analysis, which began the transformation of 
the affair.  

  

ONSET PROCESS California State University, Chico (4.6.05) 
(Vega, 2005) 

Denouncer mother Debbie Smith 
 

Target Matthew Carrington  
 

Persecutor/s Members Chi Tau fraternity 
 

Main claim The hazing began in October and ‘Hell Week’ began late January 
 

Resources for target Mike Quintana (friend) 
 

Resources for persecutor   
  
Judge 
 

  

Outcome New claim 
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Table 3 
Phase two: Breach of containment part (a) – Key event 

 
BREACH OF 
CONTAINMENT PROCESS 
(A) 
 

California State University, Chico 3.2.05 
(May, 2005) 

Denouncer Debbie Smith (mother)/ media 
 

Target Matthew Carrington-student 
 

Persecutor/s Chi Tau fraternity members:  
Jerry Ming Lim, 25;  
Gabriel John Maestretti, 22;  
Carlos Abrille, 22;  
John Paul Fickes, 19,  
Richard Joseph Hirth, 22;  
Michael Fernandez, 19;  
Rex Edward Garnett, 20;  
Trent Stiefvater, 20  
 

Main claim Members of Chi Tau were responsible for the hazing death of her son, Matthew 
Carrington 
 

Resources for target Mike Quintana- Carrington's friend; 
Debbie Smith 
medics 
Angie Birdwell-aunt; 
Counsellors 
 

Resources for persecutor   
 

Judge Chico police Sgt Robert  
Merrifield 
 

Outcome New claim 
 
PHASE TWO: BREACH OF CONTAINMENT (B) 

 To effect changes that would prevent the events from arising as a new claim, the affair 
had to begin the process of transformation. During the breach of containment phase (see 
Table 4), Michael Carrington, Matthew Carrington’s father began the transformation process 
by depersonalising the issue through the establishment of a trust fund to ‘promote the end of 
hazing across the country’ ("Packed memorial for hazing victim," 2005, p. B.5). Reference to 
Table 4 reveals that there while the focus continues to remain on the central characters, there 
was a slight shift in the resources for the target. While the resources for the target continue to 
remain largely personal, the trust fund and support of police and officials from the university 
(Table 4), shift the affair towards depersonalisation and generalisation of the issue, as these 
players represent collective groups and had the potential to expand the affair.  

As the events in this phase proceeded, closer attention was paid to the organisation or 
institution’s part in the affair. For example, the media investigated and revealed prior 
histories of all players, including earlier events at the University and during this phase, 
pressure increased on the California State University, Chico officials to act when it was 
revealed that ‘Chi Tau House had been expelled from the university in 2002, for repeated 
violence and alcohol violations’ ("Packed memorial for hazing victim," 2005, p. B.5). By 
aligning themselves with the target group, the organisation can be seen to be doing the right 
thing and can mitigate damage.  
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Table 4 
Phase two: Breach of containment part (b) – Key event 
BREACH OF 
CONTAINMENT PROCESS 
(B) 
 

California State University, Chico 10.2.05 
("Packed memorial for hazing victim," 2005, p. B.5) 

Denouncer Michael Carrington (father) 
 

Target Matthew Carrington 
 

Persecutor/s Members of Chi Tau fraternity 
 

Main claim Establishment of the Matt Carrington fund, which will 
promote an end to hazing across the country 
 

Resources for target Debbie Smith, and  
stepfather, Greg Smith; 
Michael Carrington; 
friends; 
family; 
Police and officials at California State University Chico; 
Matt Carrington Fund 
 

Resources for persecutor  
 

Judge  
 

Outcome  
 

 
 

 

PHASE FOUR: SOCIAL AFFAIR (A) 

 The pressure caused by media exposing potential flaws in the University’s systems,  
led to the University President, as a representative of a collective, denouncing hazing at the 
university and taking action to investigate the issue further, with a view to making systemic 
changes (see Slater, 2005). This resulted in the transformation of the affair from 
psychological to social (see Table 5, Denouncer). The agencies of denouncer, target, 
persecutor and judge in this event are now general (see Table 5). This event resulted in 
systemic changes at the university level but the affair continued to expand further beyond this 
point. The systemic changes led to tighter containment of the issues. However, hazing 
problems persisted and new claims soon emerged (see Table 1, Events 10, 19). The final 
event in this analysis tightened the containment of the affair further and highlights the key 
differences between the phases of the psychological and social affairs.  
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Table 5 
Phase four: Social affair (a) – Key event 

SOCIAL AFFAIR PROCESS 
(A) 

Chico University 29.3.05 
(Slater, 2005) 
 

Denouncer Chico University President Paul Zingg 
 

Target Hazing victims 
 

Persecutor/s Students who haze 
 

Main claim Greek system must be investigated and if necessary, shut down 
 

Resources for target University President Paul Zingg; 
University officials; 
Hank Nuwer (scholar) 
 

Resources for persecutor   
 

Judge University officials 
 

Outcome Banning of alcohol and hazing; 
 

PHASE FOUR: SOCIAL AFFAIR (B) 

Final changes arose out of the trial of the Chi Tau members and their charges as 
felons (Korry, 2005). There was a concerted effort by the prosecution team and senators to 
have the legislation changed so that the penalties for hazing were increased (Korry, 2005; 
Senator Torlakson, Senator Aanestad, & Assembly Member Wolk, 2006).  Reference to 
Table 6 reveals that once more the agencies are general, filled by representatives of 
collectives. However, of key importance here, are the resources identified for the target, 
namely the senators who moved to change hazing legislation from the Education Code to the 
Penal Code (Senator Torlakson et al., 2006). This ended the affair by making the rules more 
explicit and the penalties harsher, deterring others from engaging in the practice of hazing. 

Table 6 
Phase four: Social affair (b) – Key event 

SOCIAL AFFAIR PROCESS 
(B) 

California State University, Chico 30.8.06 
(Senator Torlakson et al., 2006) 
 

Denouncer Media 
 

Target Victims of hazing 
 

Persecutor/s People who haze 
 

Main claim Hazing now a felony 
 

Resources for target law- amended from Education code to penal code 
Senator Torlakson,  
Senator Aanestad,  
Assembly Member Wolk 
 

Resources for persecutor  
 

Judge Senate 
Outcome Introduction of Matt’s law - law changed from Education code to Penal code 
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CONCLUSION 

To this point, many differences between a psychological affair and a social affair can 
be readily identified. The psychological affair can simply be understood as a personal dispute 
focused on central players and the social affair, as one that that is a collective concern that 
must be depersonalised and generalised (Boltanski, 1996).  However, by exploring the phases 
of an affair using the Chico case as an example, some finer details emerge, highlighting 
aspects of both affair types that can have significant implications for all players. Table 7 
outlines the four phases of the affair, the key features of each and some key outcomes 
associated with each phase. The psychological affair is made up of three phases and, as such, 
the focus on central players and the issues as psychological is extremely important to the 
containment of the issues. However, breaches of containment during this phase cause 
significant problems as attention is directed to all players, including the organisation, once 
the disputes become public. Effects include damage to reputations and financial losses 
associated with legal costs (Fox & Stallworth, 2009) as indicated in the earlier synopsis of 
historical workplace changes (see Table 7, Breach of containment, Outcomes). While the 
Chico case was not recontained, the effects of recontainment are as for onset, in that the affair 
is effectively privatised once more. However, the impacts from a breach must still be dealt 
with. Usually the changes associated with psychological affairs are restricted to aspects such 
as to staffing or policy. As a social affair, the impacts are more significant, as highlighted by 
the two final events in the Chico analysis, and in Table 7 (Social affair, Outcomes). Systemic 
cultural or legislative changes can occur as a result of a social affair and they have a 
substantial impact on the organisation or institution and individuals.   
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Table 7 
Comparison psychological and social affairs: Outcomes and implications across all phases 

Phase Features of psychological affair Features of social affair Outcomes and implications 

Onset • Focus on individuals 
• Personal aspects 
• Limited detail 
• Few resources 
• Players led to believe 

the problem situated 
with them –personal, 
psychological 
 

 • Private – players 
anonymous 

• The issue is unresolved 
• Can re-emerge as new 

claim 
 

Breach of 
containment 

• Public 
• Players access more 

resources 
• Remains personal but 

can begin the process of 
transformation 
 

 • Players involved are 
identified 

• Reputations may be 
damaged (including the 
organisation/institution) 

• Associated costs – 
staffing, legal etc. 

• Changes superficial 
 

Recontainment • Issue is settled  
• Made private once more 
• Personalised and 

refocused on 
individuals 
 

 • As for onset and breach 
of containment 

Social  • Public trial 
• Issue depersonalised 

and generalised 
• Other factors are 

implicated 
• Agencies represented 

by a collective 

• Issue is unable to be 
recontained at this point 

• Costs – legal, reputation 
etc. 

• Changes systemic, 
legislative or cultural 

• Settlement ends the 
affair 

 

 The Chico case has allowed for a view of the affair process that highlights, not only 
the features and differences of psychological and social affairs, but also the transitory phases 
of these affairs and the particular outcomes associated with each phase. While this very tragic 
case escalated to become a social affair, effecting changes at two levels, both university and 
state wide, the personal impacts upon those central to the case are not necessarily diminished 
because of the wider outcomes. The affair process provides a means for exploring conflicts 
such as the Chico case, gaining a better understanding of how and why some cases advance 
and others fail, and what the implications are of disputes at each phase of an affair.  
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